
Modular Cameras; Multiple Configurations 

The IGI DigiCAM Range
A previous article in GeoInformatics (published in the October/November 2006

issue) highlighted the expansion of IGI’s product range into the areas of 

airborne digital frame cameras and laser scanners. Since then, IGI has pursued

a vigorous development of its airborne camera technology. This has resulted 

in numerous alternative configurations based on the use of multiple 

cameras with both vertical and oblique imaging capabilities.

By Gordon Petrie

Basic Camera & System
The basic building block for the construction of

IGI’s multiple camera systems is its DigiCAM

medium-format digital frame camera. This is

based on the Hasselblad camera and has a

modular construction comprising three main

units – (i) a modified ; (ii) a 

; and (iii) and a range of that have

been calibrated by IGI [Fig. 1(a)]. Initial versions

of the DigiCAM camera featured a 22 Megapixel

digital back. However the vast majority of those

built to date have utilized the later 39

Megapixel digital back generating a frame

image with a rectangular format of 7,216 x 5,412

pixels. The next production series of DigiCAM

cameras – which will become available by the

end of this year (2009) – will feature a 60

Megapixel digital back that is based on the new

chip from Dalsa.

To meet the varied needs of its customers, IGI

offers a very wide range of for use with

its DigiCAM cameras with focal length values

ranging between 28 and 300 mm. These lens-

es have been developed by Hasselblad specifi-

cally for use in digital cameras. Each lens in the

range is operated in conjunction with an elec-

tronically-controlled leaf shutter that is housed

in the lens and provides shutter speeds over

the range 1/800th to 1/125th second. The mini-

mum time between successive exposures with

the DigiCAM-39 camera is 1.9 seconds; The new

DigiCAM-60 camera will have an image repeti-

tion rate of 1.6 seconds.

Besides the actual camera unit, a complete

DigiCAM system also comprises a DigiControl

together with

twin solid-state (SSD) that have

the capacity to record 6,400 images. The com-

plete system also includes an 8-inch TFT touch-

screen that provides on-line

information such as preview images and his-

tograms to the camera operator [Fig. 1(b)].

Integration of a DigiCAM camera system with

IGI’s own CCNS4 airborne navigation and guid-

ance system provides fully automated opera-

tion of the camera system. The addition and

further integration of the company’s

AEROcontrol GPS/IMU system provides both the

measured position and height coordinates and

the attitude values of the camera (providing

external orientation parameters) at the moment

of exposure – as needed for direct geo-refer-

encing or for use in aerial triangulation opera-

tions.

Single Camera Systems
The use of individual DigiCAM camera systems

is of course possible in a in

order to acquire overlapping near-vertical frame

images of the terrain. For such a basic operation,

a simple mount can be fitted to the aircraft floor

to allow the pointing of the camera in the nadir

direction [Fig. 2(a)]. However, more usually, the

DigiCAM camera will be mounted on and oper-

ated from one of the purpose-built camera

mounts that are readily available. These include

a non-gyroscopically-controlled mount such as

the older Wild/Leica PAV10/20 models [Fig. 2(b)]

or one of the more modern gyro-controlled

mounts such as the Leica PAV30, Zeiss T-AS &
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Fig. 1 – (a) On the right half of this photo are the individual modular components – lens, camera body and

digital back – of an individual DigiCAM camera; while, at the left, is the assembled camera unit.

(b) – This photo shows the main elements of a complete DigiCAM system. At the left side of the photo is the

TFT touch-screen display monitor; in the centre is the DigiControl control unit with its twin storage units for

the recording of the acquired images; while the DigiCAM camera unit with two filters placed in front of it is

shown at the right side of the photo.

Fig. 2 – (a) This particular DigiCAM camera has been placed in a simple mount over a hole cut in the floor of

a Cessna 208 Caravan aircraft.

(b) This single DigiCAM camera has been placed in a cylindrical adapter unit that fits into a Wild/Leica

PAV10 camera mount. An AEROcontrol IMU unit has been placed on a shelf on the top of the adapter unit so

that it is mounted directly above the camera.
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SM-2000 or Somag GSM-3000 units. Indeed IGI

can supply adapter pods to fit DigiCAM cameras

into all of these mounts.

However, till now, many individual DigiCAM cam-

era units have been supplied as an integral part

of IGI’s LiteMapper For this

specific application, IGI offers the complete sys-

tem (laser scanner + DigiCAM + CCNS4 flight navi-

gation and guidance system + AEROcontrol

GPS/IMU unit) mounted in a DART Heli-Utility-Pod

– which is certified for operations with Eurocopter

AS350/355 helicopters [Fig. 3(a)]. The DART pod

is a very lightweight streamlined Kevlar box that

is attached to the side of the helicopter and has

been modified to accommodate a complete

LiteMapper system [Fig. 3(b)]. For use with certain

other types of helicopters - e.g. the Schweizer/

Sikorsky 333, Bell JetRanger, Hughes/MD 500,

Eurocopter EC-120 and Mil Mi-8, as well as in fixed-

wing aircraft - IGI offers an alternative purpose-

built mount that has been constructed in-house

and can accommodate all the sensor units of a

complete LiteMapper system, including the

DigiCAM [Fig. 3(c)]. It features spring elements at

each corner that are designed to dampen or

remove the effects of aircraft vibration.

Two Camera Systems
With regard to the use of twin DigiCAM airborne

cameras, a number of alternative configurations

are being offered by IGI. The first of these –

exposures of the two cameras are synchronised

within 1/100ms.

A second quite different configuration – called

the – involves the two

DigiCAM cameras being placed in a suitable

mount with a relatively small tilted (low oblique)

pointing of their optical axes [Fig. 5(a)]. Again

this allows two possible operational modes to

be implemented. (i) In the first of these, the

two cameras are pointed in opposite directions

cross-track and their shutters are fired simulta-

neously, again with a synchronisation of better

than 1/100ms. This produces two oblique pho-

tographs with a narrow overlap between them

[Fig. 5(b)]. The two photos can then be recti-

fied and stitched together using tie points in

the common overlap to provide the wide cross-

track coverage of the ground that is required.

(ii) The alternative mode of operation is to oper-

ate the same system with its two oblique point-

ing cameras set in the along-track direction.

This can be used to acquire twin convergent

oblique photographs with 100% overlap if

desired, allowing stereo-models to be formed

with a favourable base:height ratio. The format

size of the merged images that are acquired by

the current Dual-DigiCAM using its cross-track

configuration using the 39 Megapixel digital

backs is 70 Megapixels. When the new 60

Megapixel backs become available by the end

of this year, the size will increase to 110

Megapixels.

called the system - involves

placing the pair of cameras in a suitable mount

with both optical axes set  parallel to one

another, pointing in the vertical direction [Fig.

4]. This allows two possible operational modes

- (i) the first producing two virtually identical

images of the terrain in colour (RGB) and false-

colour (CIR) simultaneously; and (ii) the second

using the cameras to take alternating images

of the terrain when the required overlap, flying

height or flight speed values require an image

repetition time of less than one second. The
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Fig. 3 – (a) This Eurocopter AS350 helicopter is

equipped with a DART Heli-Utility-Pod which is

designed specifically to accommodate a complete

airborne laser scanning system.

(b) This IGI LiteMapper 5600 airborne laser scanner

and its accompanying DigiCAM camera are shown

mounted in the Heli-Utility-Pod with its covering

lid removed.

(c) This complete IGI LiteMapper system has been

placed on a purpose-built anti-vibration mount

that has been constructed in-house by IGI for use in

fixed-wing aircraft. At the front, is the AEROcontrol

IMU unit which is housed in the red box placed at

the right-hand end of the mount; at the front cen-

tre is the DigiCAM camera that is mounted on two

silver pillars; while at the left-hand end is a

DigiTHERM thermal-IR camera. The LiteMapper

scanner unit is contained in the silver box with the

red plate on top that has been placed at the rear of

the mount.

Fig. 4 – An IGI Double-DigiCAM system with its

twin nadir-pointing cameras mounted inside the

cylindrical adapter box that fits into the Somag

GSM3000 gyro-stabilized mount. An IGI

AEROcontrol IMU unit is mounted on the shelf

above the two cameras.

[b][a]
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A third configuration using twin DigiCAM cam-

eras that is being offered by IGI is the so-called

system. Like the previ-

ous Dual DigiCAM system, it uses a pair of

oblique pointing DigiCAM cameras. However

these are operated with their optical axes set

at the high tilt angles of 45 degrees to the ver-

tical and without any attempt to overlap the

two resulting high oblique images [Fig. 6]. This

arrangement is designed specifically to produce

highly oblique images that can provide detailed

information about the characteristics of build-

ings and other structures that can be used for

3D city modelling.  

Three Camera Systems
IGI has also designed a airborne

digital camera system. This comprises three

DigiCAM cameras that can be placed within a

standard mount in a configuration that provides

one vertical and two low oblique frames, again

with the same highly synchronized exposures

as for the twin camera systems [Fig. 7]. By

selecting lenses of a suitable (short) focal length

from the available range, an extremely wide

angular coverage of the ground can be achieved

in the cross-track direction – from horizon-to-

horizon – if required. As with all the previous

configurations, an AEROcontrol GPS/IMU system

can be supplied and integrated to provide con-

tinuous measurement of the position and atti-

tude values of the airborne platform on which

the Triple-DigiCAM system has been mounted. 

Four Camera Systems
IGI has also introduced four camera systems

based on two alternative and quite different

geometric configurations of the oblique point-

ing DigiCAM cameras. (i) In the first of these –

called the system [Fig. 8(a)] –

the four cameras are closely coupled together

in a block configuration such that all four tilted

images are acquired simultaneously and over-

lap slightly along two of their edges [Fig. 8(b)].

The resulting four low oblique images can then

be rectified post-flight. After rectification, the

four individual rectified images can then be

stitched together to produce a single compos-

ite near-vertical image with a large rectangular

format that is 145 Megapixels in size. By the

end of the year, when the 60 Megapixel backs

become available, the final stitched composite

image will be 220 Megapixels in size.

A series of overlapping large-format composite

images, each of which has been taken from a

single position in the air, can readily be acquired

using the Quattro-DigiCAM system. These

images can then be accommodated as stereo-
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Fig. 5 – (a) An IGI Dual-DigiCAM system with the

twin cameras tilted so that their optical axes are

pointing obliquely to either side of the flight line

in the cross-track direction. – again with an

AEROcontrol IMU unit mounted on the shelf

above the two cameras.

(b) A diagram providing plan view of the geometric

configuration and ground coverage of a 

Dual-DigiCAM twin-camera system.

Fig. 6 – An IGI Dual-DigiCAM Oblique system show-

ing the pair of cameras tilted at angles of 45

degrees to the vertical to acquire images on either

side of the flight line.

Fig. 7 – A plan view of the geometric configuration and ground coverage of a Triple-DigiCAM system with its

single vertical photo and twin oblique photos providing a very wide angular coverage of the terrain. 

Fig. 8 – (a) A Quattro-DigiCAM system with its four

closely-coupled DigigCAM medium-format cameras

that have been configured to produce a single com-

posite large-format frame image - after the rectifi-

cation and stitching together of the four oblique

images has been undertaken.

(b) This diagram shows the geometric arrange-

ment, ground coverage and overlaps of

the four oblique images that are

generated by a Quattro-DigiCAM

system.

(c) A CAD drawing of the cylindri-

cal adapter unit that is used to fit

the four DigiCAM cameras into a

standard camera mount. 
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models in the digital photogrammetric worksta-

tions (DPWs) that are in widespread use in the

mapping industry. It will be noted that, since

the DigiCAM cameras utilize mosaic filters and

Bayer interpolation to generate their images in

colour or false colour, there is no need for addi-

tional small-format cameras to generate multi-

spectral images which can then be utilized to

colourize the composite large-format image –

as used in certain other systems that have also

adopted this four-coupled camera arrangement.

It is also worth noting that the four cameras of

the Quattro-DigiCAM system can all be accom-

modated in a standard mount such as the

Wild/Leica PAV10/20/30 series, Zeiss SM-2000

or Somag GSM-3000 for which IGI provides a

suitable cylindrical adapter [Fig. 8(c)]. The

Quattro-DigiCAM is one of cameras that have

been included in the digital camera tests that

have been organised by the German Society of

Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and

Geoinformation (DGPF) in 2008. The first results

of the Quattro-DigiCAM tests can be found on

Five Camera Systems
The five camera system that has been intro-

duced by IGI is its system [Fig.

10(a)]. This includes a single nadir-pointing

DigiCAM camera equipped with a wide-angle

(f=28mm) lens producing a near-vertical photo-

graph of the terrain. This central camera is

flanked by four more DigiCAMs that are

equipped with f=150mm lenses (or any other

focal length that is needed), which are expos-

ing oblique photographs of the surrounding ter-

rain simultaneously. Two of the oblique cam-

eras point in opposite directions cross-track,

while the other two point in opposite directions

along-track. Each of the four oblique photos

has a narrow overlap with the central near-ver-

tical photograph. The resulting ground cover-

age takes the distinctive form of a “Maltese

Cross” [Fig. 10(b)]. This very distinctive configu-

ration – which dates originally from the 1930s

– has been revived in recent years by Pictometry

and its licensees. However these companies are

acting essentially as service providers, licensing

their imagery to users. By contrast, IGI is acting

as a system integrator, supplying its Penta-

DigiCAM system to independent aerial photo-

graphic and mapping organisations. It will be

noted also that the IGI system generates medi-

um-format digital images, rather than the small-

format images that are being generated by

alternative system suppliers. Once again, by the

end of this year, when the 60 Megapixel digital

backs become available, these will be fitted to

the cameras in the Penta-DigiCAM. They will

then be mounted in a camera adapter unit for

operation in a gyro-stabilized mount.

Conclusion
IGI has developed a most interesting series of

modular airborne frame camera systems offer-

ing users a very wide range of alternative con-

figurations from which they can choose the spe-

cific one that best satisfies their needs.

Gordon Petrie is Emeritus Professor of Topographic

Science in the Dept. of Geographical & Earth

Sciences of the University of Glasgow, Scotland,

U.K. E-mail - Gordon.Petrie@ges.gla.ac.uk

the following Web page of the Institute of

Photogrammetry of the University of Stuttgart:-

www.ifp.unistuttgart.de/dgpf/PDF/ISPRS_DGPF_

Cramer_Haala-FINAL2.pdf 

(ii) The alternative four camera system – called

the system – has a

completely different geometric arrangement in

which the optical axes of all four DigiCAM cam-

eras are set (tilted) to point at the high angles

of 45 degrees to the vertical [Fig. 9(a)]. Two of

the four cameras are mounted to point in oppo-

site directions along-track; while the other two

are mounted in a similar fashion to point in

opposite directions cross-track. It can be seen

that, in this configuration, the four high oblique

images that are generated simultaneously from

a single exposure position in the air do not

overlap on one another [Fig. 9(b)]. As with the

Dual-DigiCAM Oblique system, the acquired

images are designed to be used in 3D city mod-

elling. Despite the different geometrical arrange-

ment and the large oblique pointing angles, the

cameras can be mounted in a standard mount.

Alternatively - depending on the space that is

available in the aircraft – they can be placed in

a special mount that is being manufactured in-

house by IGI [Fig. 9(a)].
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Fig. 9 – (a) The lower part of this photo shows an

IGI Quattro-DigiCAM Oblique system with each of

the four medium-format cameras tilted at an angle

of 45 degrees to the vertical. Two of the cameras

point in opposite directions cross-track, while the

other two cameras point in opposite directions

along-track. In the background (in the upper part

of the photo) is a Vexcel UltraCam large-format dig-

ital frame camera that is being used to acquire

near-vertical aerial photography simultaneously.

(b) This diagram shows the ground coverage of

each of the four oblique images that are being

acquired by a Quattro-DigiCAM Oblique camera

system.

Fig. 10 – (a) An IGI Penta-DigiCAM system with the single vertical camera (equipped with an f=28 mm lens) in

the centre. It is flanked by the four tilted cameras (each with an f=150 mm lens) that generate the surrounding

oblique images of the ground. An AEROcontrol IMU unit has been mounted directly over the vertical camera.

(b) Diagram of the distinctive “Maltese Cross” coverage of the terrain that is produced by a Penta-DigiCAM

camera system, combining a single near-vertical photo with four oblique images, with each of the latter

overlapping slightly on the near-vertical photo..
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